March 6, 2020

ADDENDUM #01

TO CONTRACT DOCUMENTS FOR: Project #CP200481 – Animal Science Research Center - Unit F RTU Replacements

ADVERTISEMENT DATE: February 28, 2020

PREPARED FOR: The Curators of the University of Missouri

CONSULTANT: Planning, Design & Construction
University of Missouri
130 General Services Building
(573) 882-6800

The contract documents for the above noted project and the work covered thereby and herein modified.

GENERAL INFORMATION:

1) **CLAIRIFICATION:** Wall mounted stats and conduit shall be standard quality (non-washdown).

2) **CLAIRIFICATION:** To disable existing steam unit heaters, shut steam valves and electrical breakers. Piping and wiring to remain.

3) **CLAIRIFICATION:** No asbestos containing material has been found in the project area.

4) **CLAIRIFICATION:** Distance between existing N2 control panel in Mechanical Room E227 and center of Unit F is approximately 150 feet.

DRAWINGS:

1) Drawing Sheet M701, Mechanical Control Details: **ADD** attached sheet in its entirety.
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